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Sy Weiner 
President and Board Member 

Fortunately we have had a relatively 
quiet time in the organization at this 
time. The board will be meeting in 
Austin at the end of the next month to 
finalize the plans for the Annual Meet- 
ing and todiscuss any new issues which 
have arisen in the interim. 

I have spoken to many of the members 
regarding some of the issues which we 
had discussed at the Santa Fe meeting. 
T!iese will be the main focus of the 
meeting including expansion of mem- 
bership benefits, improved accounting 
procedures, further networking etc. 

In regards to networking, high time 
pilots. (greater than 1000 hrs) will be 
asked to contribute articles for a stand- 
ing column for the Malibu Log. The 
articles will deal with the insights we 
have gained from many hours of flying 
especially in adverse weather and op- 
erational conditions. The high time 
flyer is a tremendous resource for our 
society since transition training gives us 
the confidence to fly the PA-46, but it is 
only in the real world of flying that the 
low time pilot learns how to fly the 
machine. 

In this regard I would ask the member- 
ship to consider two items: 

1. Do you think it would be beneficial 
for a high time pilot and a low time pilot 
to fly trips periodically with each other? 

2. Do you think the low time pilot 
would cover the costs for the high time 
pilot tomake the trips to their home base 
for such an experience? 

I was fortunate to have such a situation 
when I transitioned to the Malibu and 
found that it was extremely helpful es- 
pecially in flying the higher flight levels 
and in and around ice. I personally 
think it would be a good idea to have a 
buddy systemof flying, but let me know 
what you think. Drop a note to me or 
Heather. 

Liquid-cooled engine 

Another item which we have been kick- 
ing around is the STC for a liquidcooled 
engine. Do you think it would be ben- 
eficial to have such an engine on our 
planes? If it were, what would you be 
willing to pay for such an engine? 

At this writing there is no company that 
I know of that is willing to put up the 
dollars toobtain the STC but if the pilots 
who were interested put up the money 
then it could be returned by a reduction 
in the cost of the engine to those pilots. 
Let me know if you agree with the 
following: 

1. The liquid cooled engine is worth- 
while. 

2. You would be willing to help a 
company obtain the STC by upfront 
dollars ( 10-20k). 

3. You would be willing to pay between 
60-80k for anew engine less theupfront 
money (60-80k minus upfront money) 
? ? 

I think a liquid cooled engine will add 
speed to the craft, add life to the top end, 
and will decrease the workload of the 
pilot in that heat management will up, 
simpler. Let us know what you think !!! 

It All Piles Up ... An experience 
I'd like to share with you 

I did not sleep well the night before a 
long anticipated trip to see the preview 
of a new Broadway show in Coconut 
Grove, Florida. I slept about 4 hrs at 
most but I knew the airways quite well 

for my trip to TMB and then there was 
only a short trip to the theatre. Arriving 
later than anticipated there was no time 
for lunch and1 only had a skimpy break- 
fast because of my restricted diet. The 
show was great and the trip back to 
TMB was longer than expected because 
of the persistent humcane damage. 

I would be flying at night andIlcnew the 
airways quite well but I had not had 
much food, was slightly tired (despite a 
great Cappuccino). Weliftedoff at 6:3O 
pm and I was yawning but still confi- 
dent that I could make the trip. The 
weather enroute was good but it was 
down at DAB and probably down as 
well at my home base 5 miles from 
DAB, a private airport without ap- 
proaches. No problem, or so I thought. 

I would simply do an ITS to DAB and 
then call for a special clearance to my 
airport on final when I brokeout. As the 
aircraft approached DAB, ATIS indi- 
cated theceilings werelower than called 
for one hour earlier. It was now 400- 
500 overcast and 2 miles; basically my 
limits for a special. I set up for the L S  
and started the approach which I had 
made many times before. But, I was 
still tired, had not eaten except earlier in 
the day, save for a quickie salad at 2 pm, 
and it was now 7:40 pm. 

Well, I went down the shaft of the 
localizer hand flying with the flight 
director but nothing at 500 ft, nothing at 
400 ft - well I would land at DAB. 
But, the dimly lighted cockpit and my 
senses were playing mcks. 

The glideslope said fly up but the flight 
director said fly down (so I thought - or 
was it the little plane flying down rather 
than the V- bar?). I was confused and 
my instructors always said when in 
doubt, do a missed approach. I was 
mesmerized by the findings and flew 
off course but adhered to my wise teach- 
ers' advice and made a missed. 

Remember, I was at 300 -400 ft without 
the runway in sight and somewhat off 
course. 

Well around I went and this time I let 

Continued on Page 26 
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Kevin Mead 

Director of Maintenance for 
SkyTech, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland. 

This is the sixth in a series of articles 
about maintenance of Malibu series air- 
craft. In the last two articles I discussed 
both the Gar-Kenyon and Parker- 
Hannifin hydraulic systems. Now I 
would like to explore the group of envi- 
ronmental systems, whichincludes pres- 
surization, heating, airconditioning, and 
defrosting. Maintenance of this group 
of systems is essentially the same for 
both the Malibu and Mirage although 
placement of components varies. 
Namely, the air condtioning compres- 
sor, and the pressurization ducts, valves 
and cooler. Only when symptoms 
are particular to one model or the other 
will they be addressed separately. 

The format will be the same as in the 
previous articles. I will provide a list of 
common symptoms which will be fol- 
lowed by a list of their possible causes. 
Lastly, I will list a few measures that 
can be taken to help eliminate or mini- 
mize the occurrence of these problems. 

SYMPTOMS 

1) Cabin pressurization "bumps" and 
cabin rate indicator climbs when mani- 
fold pressure is reduced to below 24". 
No pressurization changes are noted 
during an increase in manifold pres- 
sure. 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1) Excessive leakage of air from cabin 
3r pressurization system. 
2) Oversensitive cabin rate controller. 
3) Dirty outflow or safety valve. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

1) Ensure that cabin and emergency 
exit door seals are in goodcondition and 
that fuselage and air conditioning drain 
valves are kept clean. 
2) Clean outflow and safety valves 
every 100 hrs. (more often if passen- 
gers are smoking). 
3) There is no way to prevent an 
oversensitive cabin rate controller. 

NOTE: It is generally difficult to accu- 
rately find leaks without the proper 
equipment. Be sure your aircraft is 
maintained by someone who has and 
uses a ground pressurization unit. 

SYMPTOMS 

1) Cabin pressurization "bumps" but 
cabin rate indicator shows a descent 
during application of power for take- 
off. All other operations appear nor- 
mal. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1) Leakage in safety valve vacuum line. 
2) Defective safety valve vacuum sole- 
noid or squat switch. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

1) Ensure that all lines (particularly 
those at the valves) are kept tight. 
2) There is nothing to prevent a defec- 
tive solenoid or squat switch. 

NOTE: Any time an uncontrolled pres- 
surization is noted, it should be quickly 
investigated. Maximum pressure dif- 
ferential can be achieved faster than 
you think if a large leak occurs in either 
of the valve supply lines. 

SYMPTOMS 

1) Maximum cabin pressure differen- 
tial cannot be obtained. No audible 
leak. Pressurization may "bump" dur- 
ing manifold pressure changes. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1) Leakage of the environmental duct- 
ing system forward of the cabin. 
2) Leakage at one of the inlet check 
valves. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

1) Ensure that all connections are kept 
tight. Also ensure that the ductwork 
does not wear through due to chafing 
against other components. 

NOTE: The leaks described above are 
difficult to find without pressurizing the 
system. 

SYMPTOMS 

1) Vibrating noise emanating from un- 
der the instrument panel when applying 
power for rake-off. Nooperational prob- 
lems are present. Pulling slightly on the 
pressurization control valve will make 
noise go away. 
2) Cabin pressure control valve knob 
will only travel about two thirds the 
distance of the temperature control valve 
knob. Normally, these two knobs will 
travel the same distance.* 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1) Bleed-air control valveout of adjust- 
men t. 
2) Bleed-air control valve link is in an 
over center position. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

1) Environmental control operations 
should be checked any time mainte- 
nance is performed on the system or 
during routine inspections. 

* NOTE. If this symptom is present, it 
will not be possible to stop flow of bleed 
air from the engine into the cabin. This 
could be disastrous in the event of an 
engine fire. 

SYMPTOM 

1) Cabin heat is inadequate at high 
altitudes or cold outside air tempera- 
tures. 

Continued on Page 9 
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President of The Jemar Company. 
Publishes the Malibu-Mirage Maga- 
zine as well as other aviation related 
and banking publications. 

Member of MmMOPA and other 
aviation groups including the 
FCdCration ACronautique Inter- 
nationale. Member of the Contest 
and Records Board of the National 
Aeronautic Association. 

Holds CMEL+I ratings with over 
5,000 hours of flying time, includ- 
ing about 2,000 hours of jet time 
mostly accumulated in the U. S. Air 
Force as an instructor pilot flying 
the T-37. 

Holds an FA1 sanctioned World 
Record in the Aerostar 601P. 

I have known ... 
Bob Scott for a Ion time. He was in 
charge of the Aero club at Moody Air 
Force Base for a time and that club was 
one of the best in the Air Force. 

The next I knew of Bob Scott, he was in 
chargeof training for the Aerostar at the 
time I attended factory initial training in 
that airplane. 

Recently, I had a chance to go back to 
school with Bob - this time for the 
Malibu initial factory training course. 

Bob and Bart Jones took turns at the 
podium and gave us all a very thorough 
indoctrination into the aircraft systems. 
And I must stress indoctrination. As 
with the Aerostar, the school is not 
meant to be anything other than an in- 
troduction to the airplane. 

As I remember, it took me about a year 
to be comfortable with the Aerostar and 

I suspect that it will be a year before I 
feel completely comfortable with the 
Malibu. I'm sure that most of ou will 
agree with me - airplane speci F ic com- 
fort comes with experience in that air- 
plane and no other. 

Some people seem to be able to jump 
out of the cockpit of a Lear Jet, into the 
cockpit of a Navajo, into the cockpit of 
a homebuilt and back with the ease of 
changing seats at the dinner table. I'm 
not sure I'm one of them. 

When Bob put us into the MalibuIMi- 
rage simulator, it was rather easy for me 
to accommodate myself to the box since 
I have experience with simulators - 
mostly with FlightSafety. I know how 
they work and what one has to do to 
make them behave. They don't fly like 

the airplane and to try to do so invites 
frustration at best. 

What came out of this experience is that 
theMalibu/Miragesimulatorat the Piper 

Training Center is a good systems 
trainer. It is faithful to the airplane and 
the opportunity to practice system pro- 
cedures makes it one of the best. Emer- 
gency procedures are easy to practice 
and one gets a feel of the MalibuJMi- 
rage systems. But that's all one gets. 

You won't become an instrument pilot 

ELVIS FOUND?!? Anends factory initial 
training at Piper Aircraft in Vero Beach. New 
member Ron Adams of Pike Road, Alabama 
oncemadehisliving asan Elvis impersonator, 

by using the simulator and you won't 
become an expert on the systems. Only 
time, study and experience does that. 

Bob is a very patient instructor. When 
something didn't come out right, he 
would freeze the box, explain the lesson 

Continued on Page 24 
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A couple of times I have had Malibus 
that would not pass the emergency gear 
extension test. It is very critical to get an 
older Malibu slowed to the max air- 
speed allowedor slower, plus reduce all 
the power. The long coil spring had to 
be replaced in the nose gear assembly 
that aids in pushing the nose gear for- 
ward on one of the aircraft. 

It's very important to follow the proce- 
dure in the POH on "Emergency Gear 
Extension". Upon completion of the 
extension, do the sequence exactly in 
reverse, or you could blow an o-ring in 
the valve body. This has a tendency to 
upset a mechanic a little, especially 
when it's the end of the week and you 
need to leave in a few hours. A good 
friend of mine did this once and I prom- 
ised our mechanics that I would never 
do it again. 

Finally, with cruise power and at least 
140 KTS airspeed, set the aircraft in a 
20 degree left bank (then try a right 
bank). Take your hands off the wheel 
and start the stop watch. The aircraft 
should remain in the 20 +I- 4 degree 
bank for at least 30 seconds. Double 
check the ball is centered in the T & B 
and the fuel is balanced between left 
and right tanks. 

If it does not meet this test, then you 
may have awing heavy condition. Make 
a note of how fast it rolls off - that is, 
how many seconds did it take to make a 
20 degree change in bank angle. Lastly, 
place the aircraft in a perfectly wings 
level position with the ball centered and 
note exactly where the left and right 
ailerons are relative to the respective 
wing tips and flaps. 

9. FINAL FLIGHT CHECKS - GO 
ahead and reset the pressurization con- 
troller to field elevation plus 500-1,000 
feet. We have only one final flight 
check to make. Descend to approxi- 
mately 1,000 - 2,000 feet AGL and put 
the prop control slowly full forward. 

Now retard the throttle slowly to where 
the gear warning horn sounds. This 
should occur at approximately 13" +/- 
2" MAP. If it does not occur within this 
limit, then retard the throttle to an actual 
setting of 13" MAP and mark thepedes- 

tal with a pencil both on the front and 
rear of the throttle lever. The mechanic 
will then reset the "gear warning" micro 
switch to activate at this position. 

We are now ready to land. By this time 
you should already be switched to 
COMM 2 (remember we used #I for 
departure). 

10. LANDING -Please get in a habit of 
turning on all your exterior lights when 
approaching the airport area. Remem- 
ber, this is where everyone is headed 
and we want everything going for us to 
make the landing as safe as possible. 

After landing and while taxing into the 
ramp, get in the habit of resetting the 
trims to their neutral positions. If, for 
some reason in the future you are rushed 
with your checklist and happen to miss 
the 'Trim check neutral", you won't be 
surprised by the airplane leaping off the 
ground with all that up trim cranked in 
from the previous landing. 

Also, don't forget to turn the transpon- 
der to STANDBY, turn off the strobes 
and put the flaps up (watch which handle 
-remember it's shaped like an airfoil to 
the touch). 

1 1. SHUTDOWN - Turn off the avion- 
ics and then proceed to shutdown the 
remainder of the electrical systems. 
After the engine has stopped running, 
turn off the mags first then the battery 
and the alternators. 

I believe you will now see that when I 
said in the beginning, that this is both a 
serious and important phase in the main- 
tenance of an aircraft. A couple of 
hours have now passed by and you 
deserve to be excused for aquickvisit to 
the boyslgirls room and maybe a soda. 

12. DISCREPANCY REVIEW - Fi- 
nally, all those written and mental notes 
we made must be translated into a lan- 
guage and format that the mechanic and 
avionics technician can understand. G3 
over them one-by-one with the mainte- 
nance people and make sure they under- 
stand what is the m e  squawk. 

Have the mechanics take one last look 
at the engine area and fuselage to verify 

that there are no oil leaks. Remember 
we wipedoff this area prior to the flight. 

As with the findings during the inspec- 
tion, there are some items that must be 
repaired to be safe andfor legal, and 
some others that would be nice, but not 
necessary. The same holds true for the 
flight test squawks. The maintenance 
personnel will tell us which these are 
and then we can decide on what to do 
with the nice-to-have items. 

Inclosing, I would like toemphasize the 
importance of thereturn-to-service flight 
after certain types of maintenance. Also, 
you can see it's not for the novice in 
order to get the job done correctly. 
However, since many shops around the 
country do not have flight insurance, 
thus no staff pilot, you may have to 
perform your own flight test. 

If you will follow the procedures I out- 
lined, you will then be headed in the 
right direction to assure you operate the 
safest aircraft possible. 

Enjoy your fine Malibu and Malibu 
Mirage aircraft, you earned it and you 
deserve it. M-MOPA 

Andrew Cindric was 4 t h  Piper 
Aircraft Corp. in Vero Beach, FL. 
as Director of the Aircraft 
Completion Center, involved in 
avlonics/electrical packages, cus- 
tom interiors and exteriors 

Prior to Piper, Andy was Avlonics 
Manager with Atlantic Aviation 
Corp., Cheyenne Sales Manager 
in Rochester, NY and Cheyenne 
Marketing Manager with Piper in 
Lakeland, FL. His experience 
with Piper goes back to 1972. 

Andy has a BS In Electrical Engl- 
neering from West Virginia Uni- 
versity. Andy is a commercially 
licensedpilotwith instrument and 
multi-engineratingsHe has270+ 
total time, 800+ hours in turbo- 
prppsand 100 hoursMalibu time. 

This is the conclusion in a series of 
articles on Return to Service Test 
Flights 
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POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1) Improper adjustment of temperature 
control valve. 
2) Broken exhaust heatexchanger dump 
valve return spring allowing heat to 
bypass the system. 
3) System does not generally provide 
adequate heat at extremely low tem- 
peratures, even when functioning prop- 
erly. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

1) Check condition of door spring and 
control rigging at every annual inspec- 
tion. 
2) Install the optional auxiliary heat 
system and inner window pane kit. 

SYMPTOM 

1) Air conditioning system will not 
cooleven though system isfullycharged. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1) Broken air conditioning compressor 
drive belt due to defective or worn idler 
pulley bearing, poor alignment of pul- 
leys, improper belt tension or old style 

drive belt. 
2) Defective compressor clutch or wiring. 
3) Defective high or low pressure 
switches. 
4) Restriction or blockage of theexpan- 
sion valves. 
5) Inoperative condenser blower motor. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

1) Install latest style drive belt and check for 
proper alignment of belt pulleys. 
2) Check idlerpulley bearing forrough- 
ness or play every annual inspection. 
3) Especially in the Mirage, check for 
security of clutch power wire. 
4) Install latest style pressure switches. 

NOTE: It is imperative that the belt 
tension be set properly because high 
tension can cause a failure of the starter 
adapter bearing resulting in an in-flight 
loss of all engine oil. 

SYMPTOM 

1) Air conditioning system requires 
frequent recharging. 

POSSIBLE CAUSES 

1) Leaking high or low pressure 

switches. 
2) Leaking hoses, service valves, lines, 
or compressor. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

1) Replace high and low pressure 
switches. 
2) Pressurize system with Nitrogen and 
Freon to check for leaks when problem 
is first suspected. This will eliminate 
continuous and ineffective recharging. 

TIP: 
Leaking Cabin Door Seals 

This is an annoying and frequently oc- 
curring problem that can be quickly and 
easily fixed by reinforcing the cabin 
door seal where the upper and lower 
doors meet. This procedure is easy to 
do but difficult to explain on paper so if 
anyone would like additional informa- 
tion about this please contact me. 

In my seventh article I will discuss the 
Malibu (3 10P) electrical system. Due 
to space constraints, I will not be able to 
cover the Mirage system in the same 
article but will cover it thoroughly in the 
following one. WMOPA 

HP 95LX Version 
And GPS5000 

$495 for software only - Complete systems 
~ncludmg the HP 95LX start at $1270 
We sell HP 95LX and Poqet. 

No need to upgrade the LORAN to a more 

Mastercardl VISA1 A M E X  
O~ernxght  FEDEX 

1-800-533-1012 

P ~ ~ C O C  k Systems, 1 nC . Civil Air Terminal, Suite 325, Hanscom Field, Bedford, MA 01730 
Tel. (617) 274-8218 FAX (617) 274-8130 



Richard A. Pershau. MD 

M-MOPA Board Member 
Colonel, USAF Reserve. MC. SFS 

VISION 

The Frustrations, Illusions, Adapta- 
tion, and Quest 

It was a great blow to this 48 year old's 
ego when the eyes decided to do as 
forecasted - fail. Presbyopia, a normal 
age-related weakening of vision. I re- 
fused to carry the 'half moons' - very 
stupid. I became shocked into the real- 

ity when it became difficult to set the 
altimeter setting on a turbulent night 
flight. Yes Dick, you are now among 
the other 75 million Americans who 
share the same problem. How could my 
20115 and 20112 eyeballs do this to me. 
My father never carried a watch. He 
could see the clock on the Catholic 
church steeple 3 miles away! Most 
locals and visitors to the ranchcould not 
even see the church - always amazed 
them how dad knew the exact time ! 

The ego was affected because I always 
equated pilot performance with eye 
sight. WWI pilot aces' success was a 
straight line relationship to their visual 
acuity - see first and get the kill first. I 
have flown over 2000 hours with some 
of our best tactical tigers, and I was 
always rewarded with sighting the 'bo- 
gies' first with the bestof them. So here 
I am, making sure I have three pair of 
'spectacles' in the flight bag - ugh. But, 
after investigating, I feel this is not all 
that bad. "Vision" is more to the expe- 
rienced pilot than natural acuity. Spec- 
tacles may not be all that threatening. 

Even though the Navy found that cor- 
rected vision (spectacles) pilots saw air- 
to-air targets one mile slower than 
uncorrectedvision Navy pilots, the same 
two groups were able to perform (scary) 
night carrier landings with equal effec- 
tiveness. TheNavy haseven reduced its 
visual acuity entrance requirements for 
pilot training to 20130 corrected to 201 
20. The Air Force has waivered pilots 

for cataract extraction and intraocular 
lens replacement and also for pilot SCL 
(soft contact lens) usage - even in tacti- 
cal equipment. The military spends 
about $8 million to bring that young 
tiger to full combat readiness, and they 
need to keep them flying. 

Times are changing. These changes are 
based on what all of us 'old Malibu' 
drivers hoped for on the fact that expe- 
rience drives what a pilot actually sees. 
Ask any flight surgeon interviewing a 
group of aircraft accident witnesses as 
to what they saw and you will realize 
that everybody sees what they thought 
they saw or were trained or biased to 
what they saw - all different. Experi- 
ence and spectacle corrected vision can 
result in top performance for the Malibu 
pilot. The military term is 'Situational 
Awareness'. Situational Awareness is 
principally (though not exclusively) 
cognitive, enriched by experience. 

The past wars document that past tacti- 
cal mission effectiveness hinges on the 
performanceof a few good(situational1y 
aware) fighter-attack pilots. 4% of tac- 
tical pilots have accounted for 40% of 
the total kills. I have flown with pilots 
whoreally didn't have a clue as to what 
sky they were in. And then you run 
across the kid who comes back from a 
multi-engagementfight, who has scored 
kills, and can recreate the entire fight 
scenario from.memory, has great global 
awareness. Thekindofthing weMalibu 

Continued on the Next Page 
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tion. These individuals recognize the importance of our goals and have contributed beyond their 

annual dues. To date, we have seven very special members who are Founders Fund Contributors. 
And we are grateful to them. Please consider this invitation to become a Founder. M.M6PA 
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Vision - Continued from Previous Page 

pilots need to train ourselves for in 
order to be aware of and avoid. A mid 
air or even a near miss can ruin our 
whole day. 

Our eyes can fail us, even corrected - 
illusions happen. We rely heavily on 
eyesight. Miscues can occur anytime 
and in any weather. We know the 
illusions -don't we. Flying in the 'milk 
bottle' can easily loose the horizon. I 
have seen several experienced military 
fighterpilots 'buy it' by flying right into 
the water while fighting in the 'milk 
bottle'. Flying into the clouds at night 
without knowing easily occurs. 

An approach in the haze 'VFR' easily 
can void tower cautions of converging 
traffic. Narrow runways make us feel 
high. Wide runways make us feel low. 
Sloped runways, trees at the end and 
power lines create achallenge. Landing 
in the rain creates the illusion of being 
high. Illusions let us down - we must 
mentally prepare. When it is night - all 
these magnify. A continual reference 
between the outside and the inside of 
the cockpit must prevail. It is said that 
"night flying is no different from day 
flying except that you can not see any- 
thing"! And, they say, that "you will 
usually not see the ground that you run 
into at night" - great. 

Night vision. 

Is there really VMC at night? Our eyes 
have two kinds of light-sensitive nerve 
endings -rods and cones. The cones are 
right at the center of the retina, provide 
precise vision, color differentiation, pick 
up distant objects, but stop working in 
semi-darkness. The rods are not very 
precise, are located around where cen- 
tral vision occurs on the retina, are color 
blind, but provide peripheral vision and 
are 100,000 times more sensitive than 
the cones in the dark. The problem is 
the rods need time to adjust to darkness. 
We can adapt to sunlight in 10 seconds, 
but we need 30 minutes to adjust to a 
dark night. A bright light towards the 
cockpit - or in the cockpit - knocks out 
night vision - another 30 minutes is 
required to regain night vision. Also, 
since the night vision rods are 
the central focus point of the retina, one 
needs to look aroundor past an object in 
the night sky. 

Scanning rather then looking directly at 
the target is required. Practice this at 
night by picking out avery faint star and 
seeing it by looking around it. When 

you try to look directly at it, it will 
disappear! A substance in the rods called 
Rhodopsin governs dark adaptation. 
Light striking the retina bleaches the 
Rhodopsin, and it must regenerate for 
dark adaptation. This light effect is 
cumulative. Several hours exposure to 
bright sunlight (skiing, sailing, etc.) can 
result in a 50% reduction in night vision 
for a e! Think of this when you 
return at night from that great ski or 
Bahamas week (Is there really night 
VMC ?) 

The smart Malibu pilot learns to rest the 
eyes from bright light before night fly- 
ing, or, = * whenever in 
bright light - that is why Tom Cruise 
always had his aviator sun glasses on. 
But, it does lookcool! The correct lens 
to ask for is a 'neutral density anti-glare 
with an average transmission of 15%' 
in what ever fits in your head gear or 
looks macho pilot. This effectively 

blocks glare, but recent research re- 
flects that this may be doing more harm 
that good. Glare may be blocked, but 
other more harmful dangerous wave- 
lengths of light may be entering our 
eyes. 

And now comes the story of my 
favorite glasses - my 'Blue 

Blockers'. 

I order mine through JS&A - 1-800- 
323-6400. One can get professional 
prescription coatings through North 
American Coating Laboratories - 1-800- 
326-6225. Ask your Optometrist. 

Blue Blockers - the new concept for 
aviators light protection eye wear. Our 
eyes are visible tolightrays between the 
red low energy and the blue high energy 
wave lengths. The short blue high en- 
ergy wave lengths interfere with our 

continued on Page 22 

1 ST WITH HIGH DURATION OXYGEN SYSTEMS 

1 ST WITH OXYGEN CONSERVING CANNULAS 

1 ST WITH UGHT WEIGHT ALUMINUM CYUNDERS 

1 ST WITH R€lROFlT KITS FOR BUILT-IN 
OR OTHER SYSTEMS 

Please call or fax for free brochure 

Tel 203-377-5849 CT 800-972-0033. 
US 800-237-6902 Fax 203-386-9689 
AEROX Aviation Oxygen Systems 

125 Masarik Ave. Stratford, CT 06497 
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I'd like to introduce ou to our new mem- 
bers since the f i s t  orthe year. 

Ron & Jo Adams 
N 3 7 b  

Pike Road, AL 

Ron currently owns a Turbo Sarato a but is 
considering moving into a ~ a l i b u .  d j o i n e d  
to learn more about theaircraft. Smart move! 
Ron says he's an entertainer and areal estate 
developer. 

Jay & Jeni Allen 
Bloomington, I L  

Jay is involved with Clark Aviation. He is 
theircharterpilotandDirectorof their Malibu 
training. This fellow has over 4000 hours 
total time and more ratings than you can 
shake a stick at. 

Charles & Sue Cuningham 
N188PC 

West Palm Beach, F L  

Charles owns a 1988 Malibu. He's involved 
in pump manufacturing and construction 
de-watering. 

Richard & Rosemary Dumais 
N9136Z 

Richardson, TX 

Richard comes to us by way of our friends at 
Aviation Sales, Inc. here in Denver. He 
owns a 1988 Malibu and is chairman of 
Tcxas Moving Company. 

Gregory & Laura Delost 
N6914T 

Gibson City, I L  

Gregory is a physician with a family prac- 
tice. He owns a 1985 Malibu. 

Philip & Dianne Fagan 
N4387S 

Los Angeles, CA 

Phili is also a physician. He owns a 1985 
~ a l i t u .  He says on his application that he 
also bases his aircraft in Reno. Maybe we'll 
see him at the air races this year. 

G a r  Graham 
8 4 6 ~ ~  

Orval is a part-time charter ilot and a col- 
le e bookstore operator. de has a 1985 

Phoenix, AZ hklibu. 0rval has a ton of ratin s includin 
Lear, and over 5000 hours totaftime. 0rv3 

Gary is presidentlowner of ECI Mana e has also volunteered to serve on the Board in 
m e l t  Hc owns a 1989 Mirage with ke an accounting function. We'll be in touch. 
spoilers installed. 

David & Janet Kimbrell 
N9140F 

Lawrence, KS 

David owns a 1989 Mira e with the spoilers 
and a ~ e n d i r  radar pod. h e  lists his occupa- 
tion as investments and also aviation mar- 
keting. I'd be curious to know more about 
that. 

Otto Koller 
C-GKOL 

Ottawa, Ontario 

We're glad to have another Canadian 'oin 
us! Ottq is president 01 a BMW ~ u ( a r u  
Hyundai dealership. He and his co-p~lot, 
Ross Bowie, own a 1989 Mirage. 

Arthur & Julia Lindquist 
N350MM 

Kansas City, M O  

Arthur is a retired dentist and now restores 
anti ue aircraft. His 1990 Mira e has the 
s okrs installed ,and he has a d f d  "so"nd 
&adening material." Sounds int~reslmng. 
Maybe hc would share that ~ d e a  with us. 

Bill & Crist Lanfrl 
~ 7 8 8 &  

Saratoga, CA 

Bill has a 1988 Malibu. He's VP Marketing 
with a computer networking company. 

Bill S urling 
N&RJ 

Evansville, IN 

Bill owns a 1993 (!) Mirage. He's a com- 
mercial developer and property manager. 
Welcome also to his co-pilot, Lisa 
Daugherty. 

Thomas & Stacey Siebel 
N447SC 

Woodside, CA 

Thomas is a computer software executive. 
He and Bill Lanfri should get together. Tho- 
mas owns a 1989 Mirage. 

Barry & Barbara Smith 
N914DC 

Littleton, C O  

These folks live in my home town! Barry is 
a cardiolo ist and uses his 1993 Mlrage to 
fly to rurafclinics. I'd love to see an article 
for the magazine about this temfic way to 
use an aircraft. 

Orval & Maureen Yarger 
N2S 120 

Normal, IL 

Stanley & Shirley Domack with 
James & Roxanne Finneran 

N6913Z 
Morrison, K 

Continued on Next Page 

TRAINING 
UPDATE 

The following facilities offer 
initial andlor recurrent training 
for the Malibu-Mirage: 

Attitudes International, Inc. 
Refresher training mobile school 
schedules provided in The 
Malibu-Mirage magazine ad. 
Call: (813)821-6835 

Aviation Training Management 
Training on request with Ron 
Cox. See ad in this magazine. 
Call: (407)778-78 15 

F.A.C.T.O.R.Y., INC. 
Refresher training on request 
with Lester Kyle. 
Call: (407)562-5438 

Piper Aircraft Corporation 
The only option for simulator 
training. Initial and Refresher 
training. 
Call: (407) 567-4361 

Professional Instrument 
Courses, Inc. 

Initial and Refresher training. 
Call: 1-800-435-9437 I 

Spring 1993 P a p  12 
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M-MOPA Hqhs - ConYd from the Previous Page 

Stanley and James are partners in a 1985 
Malibu. The a lication says the? folks are 
involved in fuvline vending service. 

David Wilson 
N856M 

Ketchum, ID 

David is involved in construction and owns 
a 1985 Malibu. 

Michelle Stauffer 
Olathe, KS 

Michelle is with Kansas Aircraft Corp., air- 
craft sales and FBO. The company owns 
several PA-46s and trades them fre uently. 
Michelle has4,500 hours total time.?She has 
graciously volunteered for our newsletter 
advertising committee. We'll look forward 
to working wlth her. 

Cyril & Lorraine Silberman 
N91120 

Minneapolis, MN 

Mary Bryant at Attitudes International re- 
ferred thisnew memberto us.Thanks, Mary! 
Cyril owns a Malibu and lists his occupation 
as "executive". 

Guillermo & Penn Del Castillo 
~ 4 0 ~ i d  

Champaign, IL 

Guillermo is a cosmetic plastic surgeon. He 

owns a Malibu that he says is a "1996" 
model. I don't think that's what he meant. 
Let me know. Guillermo has over 5,000 
hours total time and an ATP rating. 

Larry & Aviva Gorflne 
N26030 

Palm Beach, F L  

is also a physician. He owns a 1985 
m u .  

Tony & Gretchen Featherstone 
N3VK 

Arlington, TX 

We first met Tony at the Santa Fe conven- 
tion. He's involved in computer consulting 
and has recently moved into a 1984 Malibu. 

Russell Dorsey 
N9095T 

Ruidoso, NM 

Russell lives in one of the loveliest spots 
you've ever seen. He's involved in invest- 
ments and owns a 1986 Malibu. 

James Crook 
N O O J W  

Yazoo City, MS 

James is a Malibu driver and is chairman of 
Melamine Chemicals, Inc. 

Bill Corley 
N9125R 

Arlington, VA 

Bill is a retired US Army Colonel and is a 
real estate broker. He's also a Malibu driver, 
with over 4000 hours total tune. 

Thomas & Luci Walters 
N189ET 

Santa Rosa,CA 

Thomas list his occupation as waste man- 
agement, but also is involved in aerial pho- 
togra h and banners. That's a nifty use of 
his 188dr~al ibu.  

P e ~ y  Wilson & Patricla Ross 
C-GBCP 

Ponoka, Alberta 

Great! Another Canadian! Perry is an o p  
tometrist and his wife is a doctor. They own 
a 1984 Malibu. He's got 4,700 hours total 
time. 

As you can see, we have quite a few new 
members to welcome. Our membership is 
over 250 at this point! 

I wanttothankallof you who havepaid your 
1993 dues. We appreciate your prompt re- 
sponse to our invoices. Those of you who 
have yet to send in your dues, please do so 
soon. You won't want to miss out on any of 
our mailings or magazines. 

I'm looking forward to seein all of ou 
again in ~ u s t i n .  1n the m e a n t i m e h ~  S A ~ !  

'-\viation Training Management parameter associated with the safe 
will help you achieve maximum pro- operation of your airplane. Very, 
ficiency in your Malibu. Using proven, very thoroughly. 
effective techniques. In your own Call us today for details on our 
aimlane. At vour own location. full l i n e u ~  of courses includ- 

A 

At very affordable rates. 
- 

cessnb twins and P-210s; 
Each course is tailored to you per Navajos, Aztecs, Senecas 

individually. Your class size will and Malibus; Aerostars; and 
be limited to one or two stu- Beechcraft Barons, Dukes 
dents. And we'll go over every and Bonanzas. 

(407) 778-78 1 5 
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THIS S E ~ I O N  IS DEVOTED TO LETERS, COMMENTS, ADVICE AND GENERAL 
INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE MeMOPA WOULD LnCE TO 

SHARE. PLEASE SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO HEATHER BLANCHARD l 

MALIBU~MIRAGE OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION l 341 ALBION 
STREET DENVER, CO 80220 FAX: (303) 394-2539 

vanced production single engine piston 8,000 ft. is marginal at best. At and 
aircraft. Your Malibu or Mirage is the above 14,000feetwithoutoxyaen,thinas 

Ed Note: The following article was 
submitted by Thomas H. Armao, 
founder and PresidentofAerox Avia- 
tion Oxygen, Inc., developers and 
manufacturers of high-duration por- 
table oxygen systems for general 
aviation aircraft. Also founder and 
co-owner of Genox, a medical 
homecare company specializing in 
oxygen and respiratory equipment. 

Aerox, now in its 10th year, has 
grown steadily, becoming one of the 
larger companies in the field. 

T o m  presently owns a Twin  
Comanche which is used mainly for 
business travel. He has 3,800 hours, 
most of which is multi-engine, and 
has an instrument rating. 

fastest, highestflying, longestrange air- deterioraterapidly andat25,-mft. there 
craftinitsclass,andmoreover,it'sroomy is the grim notation "coma in 3 - 6 
and comfortable. minutes". 

Do you need supplemental oxygen on 
board? After all, the aircraft does have 
a small supply built in for emergency 
descents. To adequately answer the 
question, there has to be an understand- 
ing of some of the physiological aspects 
of hypoxia. Refer to the oxygen satura- 
tion curve on the graph and note that at 
5,000 ft. MSL there is ab'noticeable loss 
of night vision" which increases with 
altitude so that at 8,000 ft. the loss is 
25%. 

Now notice that at 10,000 ft. the blood 
oxygen saturation level is about 87%. 

Scenario No. 1 

It's VFR, C A W ,  you and your three 
passengers are comfortable at FL250 on 
a four hour flight with all systems func- 
tioning. After touching down and 
deplaning, everyone is vaguely fatigued. 
Why? 

Scenario No. 2 

This flight is not as pleasant. You are 
IFR at FL 250 with three passengers, on 
top of solid cloud with known icing 
below. Some of the terrain you will '  is may sound as though things are traverse is 13,000 ft. To furthe;compli- 

rather good, after all 85% is a B+; but cate matters, it is a moonless night. All 
Oxygen? Are You Kidding? unfortunately, it doesn't work that way. systems are A-OK until there is a loss of 

We're Pressurized! Normal saturation at SeaLevel is almost cabin pressure. What are your options? 
100%. whereas a uerson with emuhv- 

Congratulations! You are thejustifiably sema willregisterip togo%. Thus, 87% You haveonly one -DESCENDRIGHT 
proud owner of the world's most ad- saturation is poor, and the 90% level at 

Continued on the Next Page 

BLOOD OXYGEN LEVEL VS. ALTITUDE 
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Check-in - Continued from the Previous Page 

NOW, remembering to activate the 
miniscule oxygen systemthatcame with 
the aircraft. Not a very comfortable 
position to be in, but you have no choice. 
In fact, to remain legal you must de- 
scend immediately, and after 30 min- 
utes, or when the oxygen runs out, de- 
scend again to 12,500 ft. or lower. 

Refer again to the graph and note that at 
14,00Oft., without oxygen, you may feel 
just fine, but in fact you are in deep 
trouble. This is illustrative of one of the 
most deadly things about hypoxia, the 
more euphoric you are, the worse trouble 
you are in. 

Going back to the first flight (Scenario 
No. l), fatigue had set in which worsened 
with time. Easily understandable look- 
ing at the numbers. Remember that your 
aircraft has a cabin altitude of 8,000 ft. 
when atFL250. 8,000 ft. equals a blood 
oxygen level of 90%, which equals fa- 
tigue after several hours. 

Flight number two is an almost worse 
case scenario, but certainly within the 
realm of possibility. In this case lives 
may be in the balance. After all, even 

with de-ice equipment icing may still 
occur. And, you had to descend to an 
altitude where some of the clouds might 
contain rocks - not a happy thought. 

Now let's look at the first flight using an 
efficient portable oxygen system. Oxy- 
gen blood levels would be in the normal 
range, about 96%, and fatigue avoided. 
The downside is that pilot and passen- 
gers would have to breathe supplemen- 
tary oxygen. However, the days of un- 
comfortable masks are behind us. Com- 
fortable Oxysaver cannulas allow the 
use of headsets, glasses and do not re- 
strict normal conversation or even eat- 
ing or drinking. 

Flight number two, which was heading 
for possible trouble, takes on a very 
different look when a supplementary 
oxygen system is available. No longer is 
an immediate descent required. Your 
options expand so that you may con- 
tinue at FL 250 (using optional masks). 
If this is the decision, there is enough 
oxygen for 4 people for an additional 
hour with a 22 cu. ft. system. 

Oxygen blood levels will be at least 
90%, high enough to keep out of trouble. 
Another option is to descend to FL 180 

where the use of the Oxysaver cannula is 
permitted. Now there is more than 3 
hours of oxygen available for each per- 
son. The situation is no longer life 
threatening, merely inconvenient. 

Modem portable oxygen systems are 
light (the 4 person system is under 15 
lbs.) due to the use of aluminum cylin- 
ders. They are compact and may be 
piggy-backed on a seat or affixed with a 
bracket. Since these are portable items, 
no FAA approval is required. Filling 
may be accomplished on or off an air- 
port; and either aviators breathing oxy- 
gen or medical oxygen may be used. 

NOTE: MEDICAL OXYGEN DOES 
NOT CONTAIN ANY MOISTURE. 

Best of all, using modem medical tech- 
nology, Oxysaver cannulas, which are 
most comfortable, greatly increase the 
duration of the system. For example, in 
aMalibu or Mirage with acabin altitude 
of 8,000 ft., a 22 cu. ft. cylinder will last 
almost 12 hours for 4 people! 

Do you need supplemental oxygen on 
board? That's up to you. Whatever your 

Continued on Page 20 

SERVING THE 

AVIATION 

INDUSTRY 
SINCE 1979 

A via tion Specialist 

CUSTOMIZED CLIENT SERVICE 
Beghdng With the Effu,rt io Know Our Client's Values d Requiremenb 

Specific Policy Research Client Updating 
Insurance Contract Review 

Our Commitment: 
To serve our clients with such care and excellence that 

( they cannot find comparable value elsewhere. 1 

P.O. Box 3474 Simi Valley, California 93093 
(805) 522-3428 (8 18) 340-3077 

(800) 634-01 01 Don M. Grondir 
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Clark Aviation Inc., Bloornington, Il., 
The "Rest Kept Secret" In Malibu 

Sales, Maintenance, and Pilot Training 
Would Like To Become Your One Stop 

Malibu Center. 
Conveniently located in Central Illinois @MI), we &er: 

Sales 

Maintenance 

Pilot Training 

- We have sold wer 60 Malibus thru our AfBiate, 
Mid-America Aviation 

- Currently maintaining 34 Malibus 
- Piper SenTice Center 
- FAA Certified Repair Station 

- We've trained over 30 pilots in 2 yeam 
- Recognized by National, Avernco, 

Eastern, and Southern insurance 
carriers 

- with approvals for initial and refresher 

Please call us, at our expense, and let us explain to you why we are different. 

Ken Rittenhouse - President, -tor of Sales 
Pat Beaty - k t o r  of Maintenance 
Jay Men - Director of Malibu Training 

We Won't Be A Secret Any Longer! 
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I have recently seen and read several 
reports of dangerous situations caused 
by damaged or neglected exhaust sys- 
tems. Therefore, I feel the need to 
provideowners, operators, andmechan- 
ics with some information concerning 
the maintenance of this system. 

Failure to properly inspect and maintain 
the exhaust system can cause in-flight 
fires and damage to the aircraft. Fortu- 
nately, most, if not all of these dangers 
can be avoided with a conscientious 

inspection program which1 will attempt 
to outline below. 

I highly recommend the following in- 
spection every 100 hours of operation. 

(Please note the accompan jing illustration.) 

1) Visually inspect entire exhaust sys- 
temfor evidence of leakage(whitepow- 
der on engine components), cracks, 
bulging pipes, loose components such 
as supports, V-band clamps and heat 

shields. 

2) Pressurize the system using a regu- 
lated air source and check for leaks with 
a liquid soap. All the joints and connec- 
tions should be tight with the exception 
of the slip joints, which by nature have 
some leakage. 

3) Check torque value of all V-band 
clamps and ensure that the units are 
properly lock-wired. Proper lock-wir- 

Continued on Page 26 

Very Important 

Very Important 
Check transition for cracks 

Very Important 
Check support brackets and shroud attach 

clamps for security 

/ 
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Check-in - Continued from Page 17 

decision, I hope that this article has 
expanded your understanding of hy- 
poxia and its effects. 

The Pocket Navigator - 
a New "Necessary Toy" 

Gordon Sparks 

I am writing to share with the members 
my experience with a new "necessary 
toy" I recently acquired. It's called the 
Pocket Navigator, and comes from 
EVOLUTION, WC. of Chesterfield, 
Mo. Oneof i t .  many capabilities caught 
my attention after a couple of Loran 
failures during direct flights. I found 
myself unprepared to conveniently con- 
tinue direct routing. 

The Pocket Navigator will, in seconds, 
plan a route from point A to point B in 
one of two modes: either indirect (VOR 
to VOR), or RNAV (VOR waypoint to 
VOR waypoint in a great circle route). 
You can enter points A and B, or, if 
you've already entered this plan in its 
memory, you can easily insert your 
present position and it almost instantly 
recomputes the remainder of the route. 

That feature alone makes it worthwhile, 
but that's just oneof its many attributes. 

The database includes all paved air- 
ports, most unpaved airports, most air- 
port frequencies, all named intersec- 
tions associated with airways including 
magnetic variation, all Victor and Jet 
airways - with their MEA's - for the US 
including Hawaii and Alaska. In addi- 
tion, there's a user defined database 
containing 32K of storage capacity 
shared among three categories; aircraft 
profiles, user defined waypoints, and 
frequently flown routes. 

If you subscribe to the database updates 
($75 per year), every 56 days you will 

weight and balance envelope from your 
POH and the Pocket Navigator will 
perform weight and balance computa- 
tions quicker and simpler than you ever 
thought possible. 

There's an "EMR" button that, if the 
Pocket Navigator is in the current leg, 
calls up the 15 closest airports and their 
respective data. 

If I sound like a salesperson, it's unin- 
tentional. I have no connection with 
Evolution, Inc. I'm just a happy con- 
sumer. If you choose to add a Pocket 
Navigator to your flightbag, I hope you 
find it as useful, and as much fun, as I 
have. M.MOPA ~. 

receive a floppy disc in 
the mail for use with your 
PC to accomolish the UD- I 
date in aboui 15 minut&. 

I can't describe all of its 
features in this limited 
space, but I'll just men- 
tion several others. There 
is an INFO search which 
will call up database in- 
formation by city name, 
identifier, or name. The 
aircraft profile which the 
user enters includes the 

When you think about aviation insurance, we hope 
our name comes to mind. 

Call us to provide you a competitive quotation with 
the highest quality coverage available in  todays ever 
changing marketplace. 

Toll-Free: 1 - 800 1826 - 4442 
Mona S. Rathmel , Tim Bonnell 

Professional Insurance Management 
P.O. Box 12226 2120 Airport Rod * Mid-Continent Airport Wiahita, KS 67277 

1 - 316 - 942 - 0699 * FAX 1 - 316 - 942 - 1260 
Member Mtlibu / Mirare Owntn L Pilots Asseaiatier 
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PA-46-310P 
Clamp separated 

Right turbocharger overboard ex- 
haust clamp separated in flight al- 
lowing overboard stack to fall back 
and raw exhaust gas to enter engine 
cowl area. Found several hydraulic 
bases burnedand leaking. Replaced 
hoses andexhaust lamp. Also found 
left turbo overboard clamp loose 
and clamp appeared to be stretched. 
Both clamps had safety wire still 
intact. Submitter suggested these 
clamps be inspected for security 
each access. 

PA-46-310P 
Valve flap loose 

During annual inspection, found 
alternate air valve not rigged cor- 
rectly. This could lead to failure of 
flap due to cracking. Have found 
several aircraft with cracked flaps 
and some turbo compressor foreign 
object damage. Piper SB 852 per- 
tains to rigging of valve. Rigging 
should be checkedevery oilchange. 

PA-46-350P 
Heatshield clamp broken 

Left magneto area appeared tobe white 
colored due to exhaust leak. Found 
exhaust crossover heat shield clamps 
broken causing heatshield stand-off 
supports to chafe into exhaust pipe 
and cause .3750 inch ID hole. 

PA-46-350P 
Flap cracked 

Foundlower flap (alternate air door) 
cracked on annual inspection. Part 
was almost broken in two pieces. 
This is sixth aircraft found with this 
problem. Previous occurrences 
have caused turbo damage. Prob- 
lem caused by normal use. 
Submitterrecommended inspection 
every oil change (50 hours). 

PA-46-350P 
Cable worn 

Aileron balance cable is worn 40 to 
50 percent in three locations in both 
wings. At phenolic guidenear wing 
root, at pulleys, midway, and at 
plastic snap bushing at aileron in- 
board edge. Cable rubs at all loca- 
tions, and is only slightly deflected. 
Submitter recommended aligning 
phenolic guide, or remove it, align 
pulley, grind snap bushing to clear 
slightly. One other occurrence. 

Model PA-46-350 
Aileron cable wear 

During an annual inspection, it was 
discovered that the aileron balance 
cable was worn approximately 45 
percent of the way through its thick- 
ness at three locations in each wing. 

This wear occurred at the phenolic 
guides near the wing root, at the 
pulleys midway of the wing, and at 
the plastic snap bushings at the aile- 
ron inboard edge. The submitter 
stated that the cables rub at all loca- 
tions and are only slightly deflected 
from the source of interference. 

It was recommended thatthe phenolic 
guides be aligned to provide clear- 
ance, or be removed, and also to grind 
the snap bushings to provide cable 
clearance. Part total time - 854 hours. 

Continental TSIO-520-BE 
Divert valve failed 

Pilot reported an in-flight engine 
power loss. Turning on low fuel 
boost pump helped, but still ran 
very rough. High boost was better, 
but still ran rough. Pilot was able to 
land safely. The engine would not 
shutoff whenmixture was pulled to 
idle cut-off. Troubleshooting re- 
vealed the fuel systemdiverter valve 
was shuttling to the prime position. 
Replaced diverter valve. Submitter 
suspected valve failed internally. 

Continental TSIO-520-BE 
Bushing Cracked 

During annual inspection, NR 2 
cylinder failed compression check. 
Cylinder removed to inspect for 
problem. While cylinder was off, 
connecting rod was checked and 
found outboard 'Piston Pin' bush- 
ing cracked in connecting rod. 
Bushing was worn in area of crack. 
Crack visible when looking in at 
rod. Submitter recommended any 
time a cylinder is removed, inspect 
connecting rod and bushing for de- 
fects. Engine was removed forover- 
haul at this time due to other prob- 
lems. 

Continental TSIO-520-BE 
Valve Worn 

During annualinspection, NR 1 and 
NR 2 cylinders failed compression 
check. Both were below minimum 
and air could be heard in exhaust 
system. Removed both cylinders 
and valves. Found exhaust valves 
worn to a knife edge at seating sur- 
face. Valves also appeared over- 
heated and burned at edges. Valve 
seats were discolored due to leak- 
age. Engine removed and sent out 
for overhaul. Oil analysis taken 
show value near excessive and rec- 
ommend borescope inspection. Oil 
filter check was normal. 

Model PA-46-310P 
Alternate Air Door 

The alternate air door plate assem- 
bly for the induction system sepa- 
rated due to cracks. Pieces of the 
door migrated through the induc- 
tion system and caused failure of 
both turbochargers. The impeller 
blades of the turbochargers sus- 
tained damage which made them 
unrepairable. 

The submitter suggests closer and 
more frequent inspection of the al- 
ternate air door assembly for suuc- 
tural integrity. 

Part total time - 381 hours. 

Continued on Page 23 
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Vision - Continued from Page 11 

vision. They scatter molecules in the 
atmosphere creating and augmenting 
haze. Blue light refracts slightly differ- 
ently than the red, green, and yellow 
light that our eye wants to see. This 
creates 'chromatic aberration' and this 
reduces visual effectiveness. 

A Malibu pilot is exposed to 40% more 
blue light at FL 250 that at sea level. 
The birds that fly at the same Flight 
Levels have built in, by nature, blue eye 
filters - we weren't that smart - so we 
have to buylwear some. The buzz word 
for these great spectacles is 'selective 
wavelength reduction devices or selec- 
tive blockage lens'. "Blue blockers". 
When we wear our 'General 
Eisenhower' 15%reduction sunglasses, 
we blockglare anddon't squint. Squint- 
ing is our natural defense mechanism 
for keeping damaging blue spectrum 
light from entering our eyes. 

NASA has designed an amber-orange 
lens thatblocks bluelight smc- 

tering and chromatic aberra- 
tion to our retinas. Conse- 
quently, sharper vision. I have 
proved time and again the abil- 
ity of my blue blockers to en- 
able me to pick out a target in 
the haze that is unable to be 
seen when the blockers were 
removed. The acrobatic pilot 
community have really come 
on to wearing blue blockers. I 
always wondered how my ac- 
robatic instructor saw my 'ma- 
neuvers' a little different than 
I did! 

I have been taught that to avoid 
the midair you keep the poten- 
tial midair traffic 'full in your 
windscreen' - a lot like forma- 
tion flying. As age forces us 
into the category of 'visually 
weak' - a term my 19 year old 
pilot son likes to use, we have 
a friend in the Behavioral Op- 
tomemsts. Bet you never heard 
of them! The BOs (!) say that 
good vision is how well we use 
eye skills andunderstand what 
we see - it is aleamdtrait that 
can be developed in almost 
anyone. It's called 'Visual 
Reaction Time'. 

The WW2 pilots did it all the 
time with fast flipping videos 
of friend and foe aircraft and 
the like. Visual Reaction Time 

(VRT) helps us survive in todays 
crowded sky - the big sky theory is 
diminishing - especially around busy 
airports. A great benefit to my visual 
training was to take acrobatic training - 
it's 1ike.appreciating colors by taking 
oil painting lessons. I recommend it to 
everyone - even if you just take the spin 
proofing cumculum. Ask me for the 
references. VRT can be practicedevery 
time center calls out a target - get to 
recognize the expected target size and 
profile in coordination with thedistance 
that center is calling or seen on radar. 

The brain commits more cells to vision 
than all the other senses. Yet, only 1% 
of central vision gives you 20120 abil- 
ity. The other 99% of what your eyes 
can do - which is the most important - is 
what we can train ourselves to do and 
that is spatial awareness. A feeling of 
what the CFIIs call always knowing 
what sky we are in, where we are, and 
what we are on the lookout to see. We 

reduces stress. Can stress affect vision? 
Can you relate to a time when your 
vision reduced to a tunnel during a dif- 
ficult exam or weathered approach? 
How can midairs occur? Stress can 
'tunnel' so much attention forward that 
side vision is all but sacrificed. 

It is said that combat improves vision - 
I guess that is a forced 'natural selection 
process'. We can do the same with 
cognitive diligent effort. Learn to look 
- it is really still a see and avoid environ- 
ment no matter how much 'control' we 
are under. I would like to say, the 
difference between a pilot and a great 
Malibu pilot is great vision - which can 
be learned. The difference between 
good vision and great vision is training. 
The special thing about great vision is 
when a pilot can "make the right deci- 
sion based on the least amount of infor- 
mation in the shortest period of time - 
and with the greatest ease and comfort". 

can train by appropriate training which Here's to good vision! HWA 

NOTICE TO MeMOPA PILOTS 
INTERESTED 

IN A ONE DAY ALTITUDE CHAMBER COURSE AND RIDE 
ON 30 SEPTEMBER, 1993 

AT THE SCHOOL OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE 
BROOKS AFB, TX 

(THE DAY BEFORE THE AUSTIN MsMOPA 93 MEETING) 

CHECK LIST: 

1. Send a request to me for an application: Richard Perschau, 201 West 
Stassney #354, Austin, TX 78745. 
2. 1 will return an FAA a plication and instructions. 

(covers the liability). 
I' 3. Return completed app ication and check for the FAA - $ 20.00 

4. I will document as " first come, first get basis " the first 33 applicants 
(only 33 seats) plus 7 alternates who can come for the academics and 
can observe the chamber ride, and will fill in for those cancelling or 
aborting. 
5. The alternate spousal program will be to accompany the group to 
San Antonio for a day on the River Walk and Market (great Christmas 
shopping !). Please indicate interest. 
6. We will probably leave the Stouffer Hotel - Austin at 0-dark-thirty 
(0530) - so coming in the day before (29 Sep. 93) may be more humane. 
The Stouffer Hotel Austin (in the Arboretum) will honor convention 
rates for the 29th of September. 
7. There will be a small fee for the bus transportation. 

Come along and get Hypobaric Physiology Course educated, certi- 
fied, and expanded ! 

Doc Perschau MMOPA 
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Service Difficulty Reports - Conrd from Page 21 

PA-46-310P 
Flap broken 

Induction air box lower valve flap broke 
apart and entered right turbocharger 
causing complete failure of compressor 
blades. Pilot had experienced loss of 
manifold pressure at 10,000 feet with a 
burning smell in cabin. Manifold pres- 
sure checked normal during ground 
checks. See Piper SB NR961 for new 
style valve. 

Teledyne Continental 
Model IO!T510-520 

Cylinder cracks 

The following article was submitted by 
the FAA, Atlanta, Georgia, Aircraft 
Certification Office. 

There have been numerous cases of 
cylinder cracks on this series engine. 
The cracks propagate around the cir- 
cumference of the cylinder, and in some 
cases, result in headlbarrel separation. 
Some technicians report that normal 
compressionchecksmay notdetect these 
cracks. They state that a soap leak 
check or careful inspection for fueYoil 

stains are the only methods which are 
successful. The problem appears to be 
mainly with cylinders which have un- 
dergone one or more overhaul cycles. 

Part total time - not reported. 

Hartzell propellers 

The following article was submitted by 
the FAAYsHouston, Texas, Flight Stan- 
dards District Office. 

On September 24, 1992, Aerospace 
Dynamics, Inc., doing business as Prop 
Shop sunendered their repair station 
certificate issued under Federal Avia- 
tion Regulation (FAR) Part 145. This 
repair station was located at 2160 
Warwick Road, Houston, Texas. 

Since June 1, 1992, this repair station 
did not have the tooling required to 
properly maintain and return to service 
Hartzell "Y" shank propeller blades. 
Due to this lack of tooling, it would not 
have been possible for this repair sta- 
tion to comply with Airworthiness Di- 
rective (AD) 77-12-06 concerning the 
previously mentioned propeller. It is 
believed that propellers may have been 
in work at this facility as late as October 

The repair facility is now abandoned, 
and it is believed that all records and 
documentation have been destroyed. 

Owners and operators of aircraft with 
Hartzell propellers utilizing "Y" shank 
blades are cautioned to check their air- 
craft records and other documentation 
for any work done by this repair station, 
and in particular, compliance with AD 
77-12-06, since June 1,1992. 

It may be necessary for the FAA to issue 
another AD to cover this occurrence, 
and that possibility is under consider- 
ation at the time of this writing. 

Any problems discovered should be 
reported to the following address: 

FAA Houston Flight Standards 
District Office 

A m :  Certification and 
Surveillance Unit 

Hobby Airport 
8800 Paul B. Koonce Dr., Room 152 

Houston, TX 77061-5190 
Telephone (7 13) 640-4400 

Call Us For a 
Renewal Quote! 

If your insurance is about to renew, let us give you a quote from one of 
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest price to 
get the highest quality coverage. Call Alan Gallaway today. 

Toll-Free: (In California) 1-800-338-1661 
(Outside California) 1-800-537-0960 
(In Sacramento, California) 916-428-5503 

Werl hof Aviation lnsurance 
Buy Your Malibu Insurance From Someone Who Knows The Market 
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Publisher's Corner - Continued from Page 7 

he was trying to impart and then go back 
to other matters. The simulator is a 
great learning tool. 

The flight with Bob was an eye-opener 
as well. The airplane is a truly capable 
machine. The emergency descent from 
25,000 feet was impressive to say the 
least. It doesn't take long to get down if 
you have to do so. It takes a long time 
to get up there as all of us know, but in 
an emergency, your options on getting 
down are quite impressive. 

One thing I had to learn is how much of 
a glider the Malibu is. Proper approach 
speeds are critical. Proper downwinds, 
base entries and straight-ins 
require a different technique 
from that of an Aerostar or 
some other high performance 
airplanes. But theseare things 
you learn with experience. 

The autopilot on this airplane 
is excellent. It'll do a whole 
lot more than any of the older 
generation electronics and 
therein lies a potential for er- 
ror. 

There's a saying about com- 
puters: "garbage idgarbage 
out". Conversely, put in the 
correct information and out 
comes the correct data. 

sure of your insurance company re- 
quirements before you sign up for any 
school. They, likeitornot, have the last 
word on training requirements for their 
specific policies. 

How far is it? 
And how far will it go? 

Those are the questions I asked myself 
as I contemplated our trip to Guatemala 
City for a February 27th departure. 

MmMOPA President, Sy Weiner hosted 
the trip for five Malibus and twelve 
adventurers. Sharing the flying duties 
with Sy is educational. He knows the 
airplane and its systems, is very con- 
scious of engine heat management and 

From Marathon, we headed southwest 
practically paralleling Cuba until we 
made land-fall at the Yucatan penin- 
sula, then over Cozumel, past Belize 
and into Guatemala. The over-water 
portion of the trip was a surprise to me 
in-as-much as we hit the Yucatan in 
about an hour. This is not a very long 
overwater adventure by any means. 

With a very strong headwind, giving us 
a DME ground-speed of 145 knots at 
one point, the trip still took only 4 112 
hours. Strong ADFs, VORs, and our 
LORAN were available to us through- 
out the trip. 

The best way to describe the trip is to 
say it was an eyeful. When we made our 

initial approach into Guate- 
mala City, we came through a 
cloud deck and immediately in 
front of us - and about ten 
miles or so south of La Aurora 
airport were two 12,000 foot 
volcanos -one of which is ac- 
tive. It was our introduction to 
Guatemala. As soon as we 
arrived, Jake Cabassa, our 
Aeroclub of Guatemala host, 
joined us for lunch at the 
Aeroclub restaurant and im- 
mediately made us feel right at 
home. 

On Sunday, we had a 
sightseeing tour of Guatemala 
City. One of the most interest- 
ing sites we visited was the 
Giant Relief Map of the coun- 
try. This map was built in a 
park and was specifically de- 

You can create an input ("gar- 
bage in") to the autopilot us- 
ing manual force against the 
control wheel which will tell 
the autopilot to overcome that force. 
You can then end up with a very impres- 
sive climb or descent command on the 
vertical speedcomputer ("garbage out"). 

If you're not aware that you have done 
it or if you're in IFR conditions and 
distracted for some reason and uncon- 
sciously create an input not called for, 
you'vegot aproblem- and theonly way 
out of that problem is to disconnect the 
autopilot, hand-fly theairplane and settle 
things back down before engaging the 
autopilot again. 

I personally couldn't appreciate this until 
Bob showed me how this can happen in 
the airplane. An impressive demonstra- 
tion and a lesson well learned. 

Even if the insurance companies didn't 
re uire factory initial training, I would 9 de initely recommend it to you. Bob 
Scott andBartJones do an excellentjob. 
There are other vendors who also offer 
initial as well as recurrent training. Be 

knows how to fly weather systems to a 
degree not normally found in the pri- 
vate flying business. Along with 
HowardandMyraHerme1,EdandDiane 
Miller, A1 and Steve Smith, George and 
Pat Harrington, Dick and Eric Pershau, 
we headed for MGGT. 

So how far is it? Not very far at all. 
About 800 nautical miles or so, roughly 
the distance from Atlanta, Georgia to 
Boston, Massachusetts - or Los Ange- 
les, California to Seattle, Washington - 
or Minneapolis, Minnesota to Abilene, 
Texas. 

As to the "how far will it go" question, 
it's about half the max range of the 
Malibu. We used less than 150 gallons 
of fuel for the round trip and with aver- 
age fuel prices of around $2.45 per 
gallon, we spent a little more than $350 
for fuel for the round trip flight. That's 
not counting in-country trips in Guate- 
mala. Truly inexpensive transportation 
folks. 

Signed to show the people of 
Guatemala and especially the school 
children what their country looks like. 
Impressive to me as well was the fact 
that this map showed in stark relief the 
volcanic make-up of the country. We 
also had a chance to visit residential 
areas which are as modem and as beau- 
tiful as you will find anywhere in the 
States. 

While part of the group was touring the 
city, four of us visited the Aeroclub's 
Pacific Ocean resort facility at Iztapa, 
near the port of San Jose. Jake invited 
us to their annual outing and we were 
treated to lunch and spot-landing exhi- 
bitions before returning to Guatemala 
City later in the afternoon. 

On Monday, we went back more than 
2,000 years in time visiting the Tikal 
National Park with its Great Plaza, the 
pyramids of the Giant Jaguar, the Pal- 
ace of the Nobles, and Temple IV. 

Continued on the Next Page 
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Leaving Tikal and after riding down 
rough dirt and gravel roads to get to the 
five star Hotel Camino Real and seeing 
nothing but Indian villages and nothing 
even approaching "modem", suddenly 
we drove into a courtyard and went 
from the 17th or 18th Century into the 
20th. A beautiful place, it's a shock 

person. I heard of a 40% discount being 
achieved by one of our more intrepid 
Malibu travelers. 

Early Thursday morning, we went to 
Chichicastenango where it was market 
day. Hundreds of Indians from the 
surrounding countryside gather to bar- 
ter and sell their good5 to each other and 

the church itself. Then on to Lake 
Atitlan which is located in a volcanic 
crater bowl. We spent the night there 
and had a great dinner at a local restau- 
rant suggested by our guide, Samuel. 

On Friday, we boardedthemotor launch 
that took us across the lake to the Indian 
villageof Santiago Atitlan, one of twelve 

villages around the lake. That after- 
to see it at the edge of the Peten rain noo&ereturned to Guatemala City 
forest - in the middle of nowhere! and had dinner at an excellent Mexi- 

canRestaurant which Sy Weinerdis- 
Returning toMGGTon Tuesday, we covered. 
de~arted for Antigua that afternoon. 
~dunded by the Spaniards in 1543 k 
and declared 'LMonument 0; rl , , , bLtip 

Should you go to Guatemala? Sy 
says "no". Stay away and we'll keep 

America" in 1965, Antigua is a busy the secret of this beautiful land and 
city with its share of ruins, restored 6, what it has to offer to ourselves. 
colonial buildings, and new build- 
ings in colonial style. The tour Judge for yourself! It's a very easy, 
includedcolonial churches andmon- hassle-free trip. It costs less than in 
asteries, as well as a home restored Europe as the dollar does much bet- 
earlier in the 1900s by a retired U.S. to the inevitable tourists - us! While ter in Guatemala. You can even get 
physician to its 1500s style. there, religious ceremonies were being Viennese pastries at the Cafe Wien in 

heldat the400 year old Church of Santo the Hotel Camino Real. 
Jades S.A. is a highlight of the tour in Tomas - which can briefly be described 
Antigua. If you like jade, you'll like it as an accommodation of the Catholic A note of thanks to ClarkTours. All of 
here. Worked from the raw material Church to theMayan religious practices their guides, without exception, were 
into jewelry right at the factory, fine of thenatives (originally aMayan temple excellent. Look them up if you go. 
examples of jade can be purchased at had been on that site) since both types of 
prices set between you and the sales ceremonies were being perfoGed in Should you go? YES! I)(.WPA 

PROTECT YOUR MALIBU 
I CANOPY COVERS AND INTAKE PLUGS 

l Custom made for all makes, models, and modifications 
l Reduces interior temperature by approx. 25" F. 
l Prevents damage caused by leaking door and window seals. 

Covers Also Available: 
l Windshield Only 

BRUCE'S CUSTOM COVERS TOLL FREE (US.): 800 / 777-640: 
9 10 E. California Ave. PHONE 4081 738-3951 
Sunnyvale. CA 94086 FAX 4081738-272s 

custom made utilizing the latest in fabric and sewing technology 
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Classified Rates 

The classified advertising section in- 
cludes used aircraft, services and used 
equipment. Three column format (col- 
umn width 2 311 6"). 

Regular line classified (42 typewritten 
characters per line - including spaces). 

Per insertion $35.00 

Publisher reserves the right to refuse or 
withdraw advertising. Payment must 
accompany order. 

Display Rates 
Back Cover 
Inside Covers 
Full Page 
112 Page 

Please call for cover requirements. 

Send all advertising to the Publisher: 

The Jernar Company 
2904H North Patterson Street 

Valdosta, Georgia 31 602 

Lake Tahoe Rental - Skyland at Soue 
Shore. 5 Bedroom, 5 Bath, Full Kitchen 
Indoor Pool, Game Room, Lakeview 
Private Beach. Close to: Casinos, Res. 
taurants, Skiing, Boating, Golf, Stables 
Hiking. Weekly rental to responsiblt 
party. Deer Cliff Property P. 0. Bol 
10885 Zephyr Cove, NV 85449 
(707) 545-9244, 

1 people read the ads in 
Mal ibu Magazine? 

You bet they do. 

saw this one didn't you 

P.S. 

Our readers also 
act on them! 

resident's Message Continued from Page 4 I 
ieorge (the autopilot) run the show for 
good part of the approach and you 

uessed it, there was absolutely no dis- 
repancy between glideslope and flight 
irector. I broke out at 275 feet at 2 
ziles visibility with a decision height at 
20 feet. I took aquickride by cab back 
s home base but was grumbling to my 
on-pilot right seat occupant. 

have not done a missed approach on an 
LS for many years. 

.ater as I calmed down I analyzed the 
light and I think what happened was a 
eries of pile ups. The scenario was set 
or a possible problem. I had not eaten 
uidwas slightly hypoglycemic, andfly- 
ng at night in a dimly lighted cockpit. I 
was tired and had a little pride to do it 
ight the first time. 

: was annoyed in not being able to 
:xercise the option and lo and behold 
he old confusion trick crept up on me. 
l l e  V-bar was probably up and the little 
iirplane down and glideslope up which 
was correct. 

Well what did I learn from this situa- 
:ion? 

I. Night flying and tiredness do not mix 
well despite a cabin alt of 3000 ft. 

2. Mild hypoglycemia is very similar to 
mild anoxia. 

3. A go around is the time to sort things 
DUt. 

4. Let the autopilot fly it if you feel 
something is not right with you or your 
interpretation of the equipment. I still 
believe in hand flying all approaches 
with the flight director. 

5. Do not feel ashamed about a missed. 

6. Do not push your luck on special 
approaches. 

What happened weather-wise? 

Coastal fog is very common in winter 
and as you know can roll in very fast as 
it did in this case especially at night. 

Has this happened to you? I suspect it 
has. 

lirage Exhaust System Alert - Conrd from Page 19 

ng will prevent a separation of the 
lamp in the event that its T-bolt fails. 

I) Slip joints should be lubricated with 
I penetrating oil such as WD-40 or 
douse Milk. 

Phe following are ateas of particular 
mportance: 

i) Check crossover pipe heat shield 
nounting clamps and brackets. If these 
ue not tight, vibrating hardware can 
:ause holes in the pipe. 

5) Check the LH and RH cylinder riser 
:lamp adapters for holes or cracks caused 
)y leaking gaskets or loose V-band 
:lamps. 

7) Check waste gate transition pipe for 
:racks caused by binding slip joints. 

41so note the following Service Bulle- 
rim and Instructions: 

1) Lycoming SI #I448 m l l a t i o n  af 
Tailpi~e and Heat Exchangers. This 
incorporates supplement #1 which cov- 
ers proper installation of the crossover 
heat shield hardware. 

2) . . Lycoming SB #49 1 A Exh- 
utlon Bolts, 

3) Lycoming SB #492 

Note: Many people cannot distinguish 
between old and new style clamps. The 
old style has 3 segments while the new 
style has 2 segments. 

Problems with this system are easily 
overlooked or trivialized by those unfa- 
miliar with turbocharged exhaust sys- 
tems. If any problem occurs, no matter 
how seemingly minute, have it repaired 
by a mechanic experienced with these 
systems BEFORE further flight. Weld- 
ing repairs should be perforrnedonly by 
an FAA certified exhaust repair shop. 

September 30 - October 4,1993 
3rd Annual Convention -To be held at the 
Stouffer Hotel in the Arboretum, Austin, 
Texas. Hosted by Dr. Richard Pershau. 
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Proficiency Training 
0 .  Inmtmal... Recurrent... 

Approved by Major Insurance Companies 

PIC is known as the expert in instrument 
training. We've trained thousands of instrument 
pilots by sending a highly experienced instructor, 
equipped with an IFR trainer, to our student's 
location. The Malibu/Mirage program uses this 
same concept- convenient for you and 
providing a seasoned, knowledgeable, skillful 
Malibu instructor. The syllabus covers the 
systems and operating characteristics you need 
to know to fly your Mali bu safely and efficiently. 
You will receive instruction in high altitude 
operations, cabin pressurization safety. operation 
of the auto-pilot system, and much more. 
as well as a complete IFR procedures review. 

Through this exciting program you will gain 
insight into the capabilities of your Malibu. You 
will be a safer and more competent Malibu pilot. 

For complete information, or to reserve your 
spot on the schedule, call us today toll-free- 

800-433-9437 (that's 800-1 FLY-IFR) 

Professional Instrument Courses, Inc. 



MALIBUo MIRAGE 
REFRESHER TRAINING 

AT LOCATIONS NEAR YOU! 

AllITUDES is now offer- 
ing intensive weekend refresher train- 
ing at locations near you. The program and locations pilot, and regional sales director for Piper Aircraft. 
aredesigned to minimize yourtime away from business 
while maximizing your training time. The sessions 

ATTITUDES' training programs are approved bj 
the leading insurance underwriters. 

focus on emergencies, use of the autopilot/flight direc- 
tor, high altitude and other flying tips, as well as 
systems and weather. Approximately two and one half 
days of intensive ground school including up to five 
hours of flying will enhance your familiarity with your 
aircraft and sharpen your flying skills. BFR's and ICC's 
can be completed, if desired. 

Complete quality refresher training with the 
Piper approved trainers that know your aircraft 
best. ATTITUDES. 

AllITUDES is owned and operated by Bob Scott 
and Mary Bryant. Bob Scott has been with Piper Aircraft 
since 1971 and has managed the Piper Training Center 
since 1980. He has worked with the Malibu program 
since its inception. Mary Bryant was formerly an in- 
structor in the Piper Training Center, factory demo 

CALL MARY BRYANT 
(813) 821 -6835 

307 Brightwaters Blvd. 
St. Petersburg, FL 33704 

1993 TRAINING SCHEDULE 
Salt Lake City, UT April 2 - 4 
Santa Maria, CA May15 -17 
Omaha, NE June 4 - 6 
Albany, NY June11 -13  
Denver, CO June 25 - 27 
Pontiac, MI July 30 - 1 
Seattle, WA August 13 - 15 
St. Louis, MO August 27 - 29 
Austin, TX Sept. 29 - Oct. 1 

Or by special arrangement 

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION'S . 
EXCLUSIVELY APPROVED MALIBU MOBILE TRAINING SCHOOL 


